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Efficient real time data handling

Low total-cost-of-ownership (TCO)
• The total cost of ownership is kept low by using main stream technology. Netcon 3000 is an intelligent investment that is equally compatible with a wide range of established and emerging technologies.

Scalable from small to large systems
Distributed multi-site operation

Large installed base
• The installed base of the system platform exceeds 200’000 nodes covering applications and industries such as
Power Generation, Power Distribution, Oil, Gas, Water, Waste Water and many manufacturing industries.
• Netcon 3000 is an ideal solution for all applications while offering enhanced operation in large process oriented
environments.

Redundant process database
Versatile report functions

System evolution
• Netcontrol has a long-standing commitment to provide you with the right choice for mastering your process. Our
goal is to make your ongoing process of investments in your assets most profitable and minimize partial risks by
delivering you a highly flexible, scalable and adaptable system.

Intuitive human interface
Role based access control

www.netcontrol.com
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Open Netcon System
• Netcon 3000 uses standard high volume hardware, firmware and application packages. The general advancement of these packages contributes to the Netcon 3000 system now and in the future. Netcon 3000 is built
upon the award-winning industrial technology platform.
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Netcon 3000
A Resourceful SCADA System
The Netcon 3000 SCADA system is a modern resourceful supervision, control and data acquisition system (SCADA) for
energy generation and distribution processes. The Netcon 3000 uses the latest technology to provide an inventive, flexible
and open system.

Distributed Multi-site Operation of Control Centers

Time Zones

The distributed Netcon 3000 System scales from one single
node for small applications to distributed networked, multi-site
cluster of nodes for large applications.

As processes expand over time zones, the operator work
hours are scheduled according to local time while the process
may be located in many different time zones. Netcon 3000
supports dynamic selection of client time zone.

Availability
Netcon 3000 provides high availability configurations through
redundant hot standby system solutions.

Process Consolidation
The Netcon 3000 supports many parallel processes in the
same system by using user security and process asset
hierarchy. For example power generation, transmission,
distribution, etc may share the same servers using the same
resources but will logically be separate from the operators’
point of view.

Language Layer
In large processes, operators from different geographical areas
are working in the nearest dispatch centre. There may be
many nationalities with several languages involved, as a result,
the language for each and every operator should be
dynamically selectable to suit her/his working environment.

System Openness
Utilities must be able to communicate in real-time data from
their plant operations to information systems both inside and
outside their own enterprises.

Intuitive Human Interface

DW - Plant and Process Documents
The Netcon 3000 system provides storage and management
of plant and process documents. The documents are
organized using the Netcon 3000 iNFO according to the plant
asset hierarchy structure. The documents are available both
through a web browser connection and the operator
station user interface. The documents are selected in the
browser interface from a tree menu where they are organized
within the plant asset hierarchy. At the operator station user
interface the documents are accessed through the process
objects in the process graphics according to the position or
location of the process objects in the plant asset hierarchy.

DW - Reports
Netcon 3000 Repo utilize the data from Netcon 3000 DW
time series database and the Netcon 3000 WWW server for
generating reports in HTML, CSV or text format in a browser
window. From the browser window the user may paste the
report into Excel or down load the report as a csv-file. The
report can also be sent through ftp-connection or via email.

Alarms and Events Analysis (AEA)

The user interface uses modern process and object graphics.
It utilizes component technology making it easy to integrate
information from many sources in the same user interface
graphics.

Versatile Handling of Real Time and Report Data
Netcon 3000 has clear and highly visual tools for real-time
process data display and control. Netcon 300 Data
Warehouse gives flexible access to historical data, like time
series and event history.

The open Netcon 3000 system provides easy external
application integration:
•
Leverage the best container for third party applications
available
•
Drop in ActiveX controls bring them to life without
programming
•
The patent-pending Secure Containment™ technology
ensure the reliability of Netcon 3000 application
•
Integrate Netcon 3000 system with MES (Manufacturing
Execution System) and ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) systems

Alarm management is crucial for the effective supervision of
the process. The huge amount of alarms and events registered
is hard to comprehend without analysis tools. Netcon 3000
AEA provides the report tool for alarm and event analysis. AEA
utilizes the data from Netcon 3000 DW Events database for
generating analysis reports.

Application Selection
Control systems should enable a wide variety of applications
to utilities, either directly or through relationships with top
notch third-party suppliers.
Through its open architecture and numerous installations
Netcon 3000 brings an ever increasing source of applications.

Modularity
The modular and open Netcon 3000 SCADA system with
distributed architecture enhances service delivery for operation
in the deregulated electric utility business while keeping the
Total-cost-of-ownership (TCO) low.

Flexibility
In the past, systems could be dedicated to single tasks.
Today, they might need to handle numerous tasks, areas and
processes.

Ease of Development
In today’s fast-moving business environment, manufacturers
must quickly develop and manufacture new features and
products if they are to meet rapidly evolving customer needs.
Rapid deployment lengthens the period in which a utility is able
to enjoy a first-to-market advantage. When the utility is not the
first to market, the ability to bring similar products to
consumers can help establish an aggressive competitive
position.
By implementing the Netcon 3000 system designed for easy
development of new control schemes, recipes and
manufacturing processes, manufacturers can substantially
reduce the time-to-market.

Through Netcon 3000 functionality, utilities can reduce engineering time, improve enterprise connectivity and gain greater
overall control of their production processes.
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Data Warehouse

The Netcon 3000 Data Warehouse (DW) provides a robust
data storage for of the Netcon 3000 system. The Data Warehouse organizes and collects data into databases that can be
searched and mined for information through the use of Netcon
3000 DW applications. These data collections serve as the
basis of critical operations and business decisions.

DW - Web Server

Visualization

System Scalability

The Netcon 3000 Web Server provides users with realtime and
historical reports, event and alarm analysis charts, general or
incident specific instructions, plant documents and pictures,
system information, etc.

The Netcon 3000 GUI (Graphical User Interface) visualizes the
past, current and future of the process as well as information
from other sources in one common graphical presentation.
Information is presented by intuitive symbols, crisp colours
and animations by object visibility, position, size, colour and
rotating.

As utilities grow or are utilizing more process information, the
increasing data amount requires more and more computing
resources and sets higher demands on data availability. As a
result, two concepts for staying on top of required resources
have evolved: scale-up and scale-out.

DW - Fault Tolerant Data Warehousing
Netcon 3000 DW is normally centralized and common for all of
the nodes in the system, even when the system is distributed.
Data is storaged in by using store and forward technology.

Given the importance of data protection, several applicable
solutions exist today to enable businesses protect their data,
and recover the data in a timely manner as and when needed.

DW – Time Series

•
•
•
•

The Netcon 3000 DW time series database stores process
values into time series, calculates aggregate time series,
masters and provides these series for trend charts, reports,
statistics etc. Tens of thousands of aggregated time series
may be stored for many years. Measurements and indication
value and status changes are stored into the Netcon 3000 DW
time series database at high sample rates giving a very high
resolution. The sample values are aggregated into fixed period
time series containing average, minimums and maximums.
Indications states and status changes are stored in the Netcon
3000 DW time series database for presenting and reporting
operating hours and switch counts of process units.
The Netcon 3000 DW time series editor is used to correct
faulty values while preserving the original values by making
changes traceable.

Get Protection from Server Failure
Guard Against Data Failure and Disaster
Recover from Human Error
Avoid Planned Downtime

Menu
Easy navigation among numerous pictures is made easy by
the menu component controlling the workspace of the
operator station. The GUI is designed to minimize the number
of steps required for the operator to master the process. Many
intuitive navigation options and support features makes the
operation most comfortable.

DW - Status Database

Netcon 3000 Object Graphics

The Netcon 3000 DW status information database contains
the status of objects from the real time process database of
the Scada nodes for viewing and reporting.

The presentation of the process graphics includes normal
states and values also as at out of band process and
communication states. Presentation of a single process object
includes many attributes to be shown and makes a virtually
simple task quite complex. To build these objects from basic
graphical objects requires lot of engineering. In the Netcon
3000 system the engineering is enhanced by using readymade
proven symbol sets for these objects.

DW - Memos and Reminders
Calendar dependent information and timed alerts are stored
in the Netcon 3000 DW memo database. Netcon 3000 Memo
provides the operators with the tool for creating and managing
notes and reminders. Reminders are timed alerts which
triggers alarms in the SCADA as a regular process alarm.

DW – Events
The SCADA process database generates events like state
events, alarms, operator commands and acknowledgements.
Events and alarms generated by the system can also be
stored. All events and messages are stored in the Netcon
3000 DW Events database.
Process, operator and system events are stored into the Data
Warehouse database. Events are accurately time stamped in
UTC time zone. Ample of storage capacity is available for
different requirements and configurations, from tens of
thousands of events to tens of millions of events.

As a distributed system, the Netcon 3000 system is inherently
modular. It is formed by a cluster of computers, independent
or interconnected. These clustered computers scale out and
increases the processing power, resources and availability of
the whole system giving solid performance and easy maintenance.
When you expand your Netcon 3000 system beyond two or
three nodes, as is very common, then the power of the Netcon
3000 system’s distributed, client/server architecture really
shines through.

Scale Up
By scaling a system up plainly means that application software, operating system and database are migrated into a new
and more powerful hardware system. Once the new system is
ready, you go online. The impact on existing application code
and system organization is minimal.

Netcon 3000 Symbols

Scale Out

Netcon 3000 Symbol technology offers considerable savings
by significantly reducing application engineering, testing and
deployment time. Netcon 3000 symbols integrate objectoriented component technology with Netcon 3000 GUI and
provides reusable common objects. Changes made to the
Netcon 3000 Symbol object ares propagated throughout the
application. As a result, engineers spend less time creating,
modifying, validating and re-validating GUI applications.

Scale Out increases the processing power of the system by
adding parallel processing capability. Scale Out is opposite
to augmenting the power of the single piece i.e. the system
server. System built for being Scale Out enabled is inherently
modular and is formed by several computers - independent or
interconnected in a cluster. Scaling out such a system means
adding computers to the network. Scaling Out sets no limits
to the expansion of a system. Scaling out requires a modular
design of the system.

The Netcon 3000 symbols contain most commonly used
process symbols such as switches, disconnectors,
generators, valves, pumps and measurements.

Scale Up

Scale Out
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System Distribution
System Distribution Options

Powerful Distributed Client / Server Architecture

SCADA Servers

Data Access Control

In a truly distributed system, the process information is not
replicated all over the system. Instead, it is stored in one
location where it’s shared for access by users all over the
network.

The utility ICT infrastructure is increasingly important as the
utilities need to continuously adapt to short and long term
changes in their business processes. The system tools and
open interfaces of the Netcon 3000 system provides agile
solutions for the energy process management as a critical part
of the ICT infrastructure.

The multi-tasking system is based upon a real-time SCADA
database distributed on one or several servers. The SCADA
servers perform data acquisition and handling, e.g. alarm
checking, calculations, logging and archiving on a set of
parameters. The communication and protocol adaptation is
performed by networked Netcon NFE databases.

Users are allocated to groups, which have well defined read
and write access privileges to the process parameters and
specific functionality. Using access control will prevent nonauthorized users from controlling the process.

Netcon 3000 System is a distributed, highly scalable SCADA
system from a few hundred data points up to a million of data
points. In addition, it handles flexible different kinds of utility
requirements from basic to the most demanding ones. The
distributed Netcon 3000 System scales from one single node
for small applications to a distributed, networked, multi-site
cluster of nodes for large applications.

The SCADA servers maintain the process database. A wide
variety of process database object types are available,
including analog and digital inputs and outputs, calculations,
alarms, timers, and more. Data is made available in real-time,
upon request, to the system client applications, third parties or
the user. Data processing applications include real-time
graphics, trending, reporting, and many others. These
applications can run on the same computer with the SCADA
server or on any number of networked server or client
computers.

The Netcon 3000 system collects, processes and distributes
real-time data with unparalleled flexibility and scalability
including crossing national borders and time zones. The
Netcon 3000 architecture enables users to leverage multiple
clients, including Microsoft Terminal Server technology to
seamlessly extend the reach of the HMI / SCADA applications.
In the Netcon 3000 system, the data is globally accessible
through a unique identification without any complex cross
references or other tedious work.

Each user group is assigned access to a number of
application features and security areas. The operator is thus
authorized to use the application features available to the
group she/he belongs to. Every object in the process database contains reference to a security area. Operator, when
logged in, is authorized to operate objects where the operator
assigned security areas match the security area of the
selected object.

Netcon 3000 Flexible Manning
Although the process information is shared to the users over
the network, the access is restricted. The Netcon 3000
flexible manning manages access changes and process
information responsibilities. Users are supervised and ensured
that there are responsible operators for each and every
process data point at any given moment.

Netcon 3000 Clients
The user interfaces, the Netcon 3000 Client on the Operator
Stations, are connected to the system over networked thick or
thin clients. Clients may be used anywhere where IP
connections are available.
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Netcon 3000 standard client application is installed on the
hard disk of the client computer. Authorized users have access
to the data in all networked Netcon 3000 SCADA servers. All
applications can run on Netcon 3000 client, including real-time
graphics, trending, alarming and reporting. User can perform
development online at Netcon 3000 SCADA servers, including
building graphics and adding objects.

Architecture Summary
•
•
•

Thin client on any terminal client enabled platform will support
Netcon 3000 operator station operation. Terminal server
technology provides secure and easy management of system
servers and clients. The Citrix Metaframe may be used to
extend the terminal client access across platform boundaries.

•
•
•

The Netcon 3000 client on the operator stations support
multiple screens, which can contain combinations of synoptic
diagrams and text in one or many process diagrams.

•
•
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Netcon 3000 SCADA servers collect,
process and distribute real-time data
Real-time client / server architecture
allows unparalleled scalability
Point-and-click simplicity to build
applications
Choice of clients, including client for
operator station and client TS for
terminal server
Easy to-use and powerful wizards
dramatically accelerates the
development process
Faster system development and
deployment
Simplified application integration
Enhanced security and accountability

